Celebrated Alumni Award

With over 55,000 alumni from the Faculty of Arts, we have many alumni to be proud of. The Celebrated Alumni Award has been created to provide the Faculty of Arts an opportunity to recognize alumni who are making a difference in both their industries and in their communities. Up to 2 awards can be given annually and recipients will be selected to highlight the diverse nature of our graduates and their paths following convocation.

Consideration will be given to the breadth of involvement of the nominee in their community or industry and the impact of these activities. Nomination packages should address one or more of the following questions.

- What are the candidates’ unique professional achievements and what impact have these had on their career or specific sector of work?
- What impact has the candidate had on his/her community and how has this created a positive change?
- How do these achievements inspire current and future alumni?

The nomination package should include:

- Nomination letter
- A secondary letter of support (not required but would be beneficial)
- A copy of the nominee’s CV or details from their LinkedIn page (not required but would be beneficial)

Application packages should not exceed ten (10) pages.

Please submit your nomination to Emily Aalbers emily.aalbers@ucalgary.ca